Step 1: Choose hotel and check rate
Step 2: Click here to book hotel
Hotel Allotments for ISQua 2020
Hotel

Albani

Single Occupancy
Double occupancy
Rates are per room, per night , breakfast included
SUPERIOR CENTRAL HOTEL (5 - 15 MIN. WALKING FROM THE VENUE)
Description

Six minutes walk from the conference centre. The hotel, housed in an elegant
“early 20th century” building, is located in a quiet street in the centre of
Florence, just 300 meters away from the Santa Maria Novella railway station
and 1 km from the Duomo. It is also very close to the Fortezza da Basso, the
Palazzo dei Congressi, the Business Center and the Basilica of San Lorenzo. Its
finely restored interiors and its strategic location make our hotel a
convenient choice for both sightseeing and business.

€ 165.00

€ 185.00

Ambasciatori

Nine minutes walk from the conference centre. Stay in the heart of Florence,
located in the most strategic position of the city, right in front of the Santa
Maria Novella station. Its excellent location allows, a short walk through
streets full of charm and mystery, to fully savor the Renaissance atmosphere
of Florence by walking to the fabulous attractions and all the most interesting
and evocative places such as the Duomo, the Uffizi Gallery , Pitti Palace,
Ponte Vecchio. The exhibition and congress center of the Fortezza da Basso
can be reached in a few minutes on foot, as well as the commercial area and
the main shopping streets. The Hotel Ambasciatori, unique in its kind,
manages to create the perfect background for a Florentine stay thanks to a
very original concept that is reflected in the particular and chic style of its
interiors and in the well-kept details of its bright rooms. A perfect completion
of a Florentine day we grant you the possibility of a nice and excellent aperitif
at our Sweet Bar immersed in a truly fashion atmosphere.

€ 168.00

€ 183.00

Baglioni

Nine minutes walk from the conference centre. The Grand Hotel Baglioni,
located in the heart of Florence, has been synonymous with hospitality and
quality for over 100 years. It is housed in a magnificent 19th-century building,
in which past and present coexist in perfect harmony.
Our four-star hotel offers 192 guest rooms, equipped with all the comforts
and facilities of a high-standard hotel. On the fifth floor, you can discover the
beauty of our splendid B-Roof panoramic restaurant from which you can
admire the skyline of Florence, taking in the whole city with a single glance.

€ 168.00

€ 188.00

Balestri

The 4-star Balestri Hotel offers deluxe accommodation featuring 50 rooms
with antique interiors minutes away from Santa Croce. The property was
designed in the art deco style and built in 1888. It offers currency exchange, a
luggage storage and a safe deposit box on the premises.
The venue is placed in a shopping area, about 1.8 km from Fortezza da Basso.
Here you can admire panoramic views across the Arno River.

€ 180.00

€ 210.00

Cellai

Eight minutes walk from the conference centre. This exclusive hotel in
Florence is very close to the San Lorenzo Market. The Galleria dell'Accademia
is just a short distance away, hosting the famous David by Michelangelo, as is
the Duomo with its splendid dome by Brunelleschi. The rooms of Hotel Cellai
are extremely comfortable, equipped with warm and precious materials and
personalized with authentic antiques expertly chosen one by one in the many
markets of Tuscany.

€ 159.00

€ 178.00

Club

Ten minutes walk from the conference centre. Simplicity and hospitality.
Hotel designed for customers traveling with family or groups of friends. Well
furnished starting from the single room up to the quadruple room, the hotel
has been designed to accommodate all types of leisure and business
customers.

€ 168.00

€ 183.00

Diplomat

Nine minutes walk from the conference centre. Created to make you dream
and relax. We are here to get you excited in Florence. The hotel is a mix of
discretion and classic minimalism. You will immediately immerse yourself in
the heart of Florence, immediately feeling the Renaissance atmosphere that
our city can give you. Here you will always find an elegant furniture perfect
for your needs both for a business trip or for pleasure.

€ 168.00

€ 183.00

Joy

Ten minutes walk from the conference centre.

€ 168.00

€ 183.00

Mercure

Seven minutes walk from the conference centre. An elegant, stylish 4-star
hotel, equipped with all modern comforts, awaits you in the heart of
Florence. A short walk from the cathedral and the Santa Maria Novella train
station, amidst culture, art and streets full of stores. A contemporary Lounge
Bar, Internet zone, complimentary WIFI, a modular meeting room and 4
luxurious Suites complete the services we offer.
The Mercure Firenze Centro hotel is ideal for a romantic stay in Florence. The
cathedral with its majestic Baptistery, the Medici Chapels and the romantic
Ponte Vecchio bridge are just some of the treasures located just a few
minutes' walk from the hotel.

€ 175.00

€ 190.00

Orologio

Santa Maria Novella

Embassy

Eleven minutes walk from the conference centre. An elegant and
contemporary 4-star hotel, with a themed décor inspired by the magical
world of Haute Horlogerie. Each floor of the hotel is a homage to a maison of
luxurious wristwatches: Rolex, Vacheron - Constantin and Patek Philippe.
Furnished with refined elegance, the rooms feature quality materials, marble
bathrooms and curious details such as door handles in the shape of watch
hands and sink taps that look like winding crowns of watches.

Eleven minutes walk from the conference centre. Beautiful rooms and suites,
furnished with luxury and attention to detail, to experience the harmony of
Tuscan hospitality. Whether you are in town for work or leisure, choose the
accommodation that will make the memory of your stay in Florence special
and unforgettable. Your journey begins here. From the hotel, located in
Piazza Santa Maria Novella, in front of the splendid Basilica, you can easily
walk to the Duomo of Florence, Palazzo Vecchio, the Uffizi and all the major
attractions of the city.

€ 180.00

€ 210.00

€ 180.00

€ 210.00

STANDARD CENTRAL HOTEL (5 - 15 MIN. WALKING FROM THE VENUE)
Twelve minutes walk from the conference centre. The Embassy Hotel is an
elegant 4-star hotel located a stone's throw from Santa Maria Novella Central
Station, the historic center, the Fortezza da Basso and the Palazzo dei
Congressi e Affari.
The Embassy Hotel, built in a prestigious recently renovated building from
the 1800s, still retains the elegance and style of the time combined with
€ 135.00
comfort and modern technology.
The Hotel was completely renovated in 2007 with the exclusive use of ecocompatible materials and maintaining the fine details of the original
structure, such as the splendid vaulted ceilings of the hall and some of the
rooms.

€ 155.00

Hotel Londra

Twelve minutes walk from the conference centre. The Hotel Londra in
Florence Italy has 166 classic and superior guest rooms all of which are
modernly furnished with private balconies, soundproofed windows and all
the extra amenities you would expect in a modern hotel. The Hotel Londra
Florence has its own Gym and Fitness Centre, including sauna and containing
the latest Techno-Gym running, rowing and weights.

€ 120.00

€ 140.00

MH Florence

Thirteen minutes walk from the conference centre. MH Florence Hotel is a
newly built hotel, located in the heart of Florence 150 meters from the SMN
central station and a 3-minute walk from the main monuments of the city.
Our guests will appreciate our american buffet breakfast typical local
products, yoghurt and juices of the best selections and our homemade cakes.
The pride of the hotel is the Spa, a relaxing space where customers can enjoy
the Kneipp path, the Bio Sauna, the Turkish bath, the swimming pool and the
relaxation area or enjoy a relaxing massage.
At sunset the panoramic terrace on the 6th floor of the hotel will give a 360 °
view of the city with a direct view of the Duomo enjoying a cocktail in our
outdoor lounges.

€ 135.00

€ 155.00

Orto de'Medici

Twelve minutes walk from the conference centre. For some, it's its location
so close to the center that makes the difference. For others they are people,
always ready for a gesture of kindness. For still others, the rooms are all new
and the freshly squeezed orange juice that is served to you every morning in
a 19th century frescoed hall.
But perhaps to make this hotel different from all the others is its particular
history , which takes you back to a sunny afternoon of 1489, among the white
roses of this garden, where Michelangelo - a boy of only 14 years old learned to shape Carrara marble.

€ 150.00

€ 160.00

Starhotel Michelangelo

Twnety minutes walk from conference centre. Perfectly connected with the S.
Maria Novella Train Station and strategically located near the Stazione
Leopolda convention centre and the new Opera Theatre, the Starhotels
Michelangelo is within easy reach of the historic heart of Florence. A brief
walk will bring you to the main monuments and cultural sites, through some
of the city's lively shopping streets.

€ 150.00

€ 160.00

The Student Hotel

Five minutes walk from the conference centre. The Student Hotel has found a
natural home in Florence, the Cradle of The Renaissance, a place that inspires
rebirth and reawakening. We would have been perfectly happy to call any
part of the gorgeous city home. But then we discovered the iconic Dream
Palace, a 20,000 square meter historic palazzo located in the heart of the city
and we simply couldn’t resist the opportunity to be a part of Italian history.

€ 120.00

€ 128.00

Adler Cavalieri

Leonardo da Vinci

Eleven minute walk from the conference centre. Hotel Adler Cavalieri in
Florence, just a short walk from Santa Maria Novella
In the historic center of Florence, the Hotel Adler Cavalieri is an elegant
residence with wood panelling, Tuscan marble and frescoed ceilings,
providing stylish accommodations for an exclusive stay in one of Italy’s most
beautiful cities, just a short walk from Santa Maria Novella. 4 star hotel in
Florence with a conference room, wellness center and restaurant serving
breakfast or business lunches, the Hotel Adler Cavalieri welcomes you with its
courteous highly professional staff and a reception that is always at your
disposal to help you discover the secrets of Florence.

€ 145.00

STANDARD PERIPHERAL HOTEL (15 MIN. FROM THE VENUE BY TRAMWAY)
Twelve minute walk from the conference centre. The Hotel Leonardo Da Vinci
in Florence is located just 5 minutes from the Santa Maria Novella train
station. It is also located a few steps from the center of Florence and its major
attractions such as the Basilica of Santa Maria del Fiore and the Ponte
€ 90.00
Vecchio.
The Hotel has 71 rooms furnished with great attention to detail, all equipped
with wi-fi connection. The hotel has a private parking area equipped with an
internal video surveillance system.

€ 159.00

€ 105.00

Hotel Universo

Ten minutes walk from the conference centre. Located in the historic centre,
a five-minute walk from the Cathedral of Florence (Il Duomo), the Hotel
Universo is a pleasant Pop surprise in the Renaissance city. An original 3-star
hotel, its interiors take inspiration from the motifs of pop culture and 1970s
style, rendering it a fun and original hotel. The rooms and common areas are
all characterised by this cheerful styling, with bright and vibrant tones.
The breakfast room also has a social table to facilitate contact between the
young and cosmopolitan clientèle of the hotel. Having been completely
refurbished, some Deluxe rooms overlook the Basilica of Santa Maria Novella.
Basic yet complete in its services, the Hotel Universo is perfect for younger
people wishing to discover the city and bask in the art and culture of Tuscany,
or to jump into the heart of the nightlife and gastronomic tourism.

€ 90.00

€ 105.00

Hotel San Giorgio

Nine minutes walk from the conference centre. The Hotel San Giorgio is
located only a few minutes walk from all of Florence's major attractions such
as the Ponte Vecchio, Uffizi Gallery, Michelangelo's David and the Duomo.

€ 105.00

€ 119.00

